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1. Introduction

In the 50 years since the introduction of the laser,
there can be no doubt that it has transformed our
ability to send information. When coupled with opti-
cal fiber, lasers handle essentially all of our long dis-
tance telecommunications and have led to dramatic
increases in capacity. In recent years, too, the use of
optics for shorter distances has steadily increased,
with optical data links now extensively employed be-
tween cabinets in large systems. But, should we ex-
pect to use optics at ever shorter distances, all the
way down to the electronic chips themselves or even
possibly for connections on the chips? And, in the
coming decades, will such use transform our ability
to handle information in some substantial way?

In this paper, we will summarize the physical rea-
sons, the potential, the challenges, and the prospects
for making the transition to optical interconnects to
chips in the coming decades. There is not space here
to give an exhaustive review or to explore the tech-
nical points in any detail; instead we will give an
overview of some arguments and conclusions. Most
of these opinions are largely contained in greater
detail in other work by this author [1–8]. In the
interests of readability, we will make only limited re-
ferences in the main body of the paper, concentrating
on the arguments and conclusions themselves rather
than how they evolved. In an Appendix, we will give
some historical context and a representative road-

map through the large volume of literature in
this field.

2. Physics of Electrical Interconnects

Electrical wiring, especially when integrated in elec-
tronic chips and circuit boards, has been extraordina-
rily successful in enabling complex information
processing at remarkably low cost. Displacing wiring
at any level of the system therefore requires compel-
ling reasons. The problems of electrical wires are,
however, limiting information processing systems
[3,9–11]. One example of a specific problem from in-
terconnects is that it is increasingly difficult to keep
the balance between the logic operations (e.g., float-
ing point operations or “FLOPs”) on chips and the
corresponding read and write operations of bytes of
information into and out of thememories (see the dis-
cussion in Ref. [3]). One rule of thumb is to try to keep
a ratio of 1 byte/FLOP [12]. Modern machines in-
creasingly cannot achieve anything like this ratio,
and the prediction for electrical interconnects on and
off chips is that this ratio is going to become progres-
sively smaller because of the limitations of wiring.

To understand why optical connections may be
important at short distances, we need first to under-
stand the limitations of electrical wiring and where
they come from.

A. Interconnect Density

The most obvious problem limiting interconnects
over long wires is signal attenuation. Such atten-
uation is unavoidable in wires because of the resis-
tance of the conductors and other factors such as di-
electric loss. Since these losses generally become
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progressively worse for higher frequencies, they also
lead to distortion of signals—the high frequency
components of a signal will have greater attenuation
than the lower frequency parts and will also have dif-
ferent phase shifts. The distortion can be compen-
sated to some extent by equalization, which, at its
simplest, makes the loss equal at all the frequencies
of interest. Attenuation can be compensated up to a
point by amplification, though eventually such ap-
proaches reach limits imposed by noise. Advanced
signal formats and signal processing can be used to
maximize the information capacity of the lines in
the presence of these imperfections, up to the Shan-
non limit that is determined by the physical noise
limitations. All of these compensations increase
the complexity of the system, however, and that
complexity will increase the cost and the power
dissipation.

The simplest solution to increase the information
capacity for a given wire is to increase its cross-sec-
tional size, which reduces the resistance. For long
lines, such larger wires increase cost. Once we get in-
side large complex systems, the cross-sectional size
of wires becomes a problem in itself, limiting the den-
sity of wiring.

Indeed, there is a qualitative change that takes
place in the problems of wired connections once we
move inside information processing systems them-
selves [3]. There, space is limited, and all the avail-
able space tends to become filled with wiring.
Competing with the space for the interconnect wires
is the space required to deliver power and remove
heat from the system. Hence, information processing
systems tend to become simultaneously limited by
wiring density and power.

Once we get to the point of the wiring filling all
available space, then a relatively simple scaling
starts to take over with electrical wiring. Somewhat
surprisingly, once we reach this point, we cannot sub-
stantially increase the capacity of the links either by
miniaturizing the system (e.g., pushing the wires
onto the chips) or making it bigger (pushing the in-
formation processing elements further apart to get
the wires in) [3]. So, relatively suddenly with increas-
ing information capacity, there is a wiring problem at
all levels of the information processing system, from
the cabinets down to the surface of the chips. We
have arguably reached this point with many or even
most high performance information switching and
processing systems.

We can understand this scaling limitation of wires
by looking at the physics [3]. In broad terms, there
are two kinds of electrical wiring—resistive-
capacitive (RC) lines and inductive-capacitive (LC)
lines. Whether a line is RC or LC at a given frequency
is primarily determined by its cross-sectional size be-
cause that determines whether resistive or inductive
impedance dominates at a given frequency (resis-
tance per unit length increases for wires with smaller
cross-sections, though inductance and capacitance
per unit length remain the same since they depend

on the geometry of the line’s cross-section, not its
cross-sectional size). At the gigahertz frequencies
of modern information processing systems, intercon-
nect lines on chips are primarily RC, limited by the
bulk resistance of the metals, and lines off chips are
primarily LC transmission lines, limited by the resis-
tance through the skin effect (the crowding of the
current towards the surface of the wire at high fre-
quencies). (The crossover from bulk resistance to
skin effect resistance occurs at roughly the same fre-
quency and with the same scaling as the crossover
from RC to LC behavior—hence there are essentially
only bulk-resistance-limited RC lines and skin-
effect-resistance limited LC lines [3].)

The physics of this scaling problem is quite easy to
understand for the RC-limited wiring on chips them-
selves. In particular, neither the capacitance nor the
resistance of wires scales well at smaller sizes. Ob-
viously, if we scale down the cross-sectional size of
a wire, its resistance will go up. Less obviously, the
capacitance per unit length of a wire does not change
at all as we scale down the cross-section because it
depends only on the shape of the cross-section.
Nearly all useful wires will in practice have a capaci-
tance of roughly a few picofarads per centimeter;
there is no practical prospect of reducing this sub-
stantially because the capacitance scales only loga-
rithmically in the ratio of the wire size to wire
separation (a simple consequence of the logarithmic
fall-off in electrostatic potential as we move away
from a charged wire). For simple on-off signaling,
taking the resistance-capacitance (RC) product as
the characteristic minimum allowable bit time, we
can easily conclude that scaling down a wire in all
three dimensions leaves the RC product the same,
and hence does not change the number of bits per sec-
ond we can get down the wire [3,9].

Figure 1 illustrates the scaling for the case of a
simple electrical wire. As the wire is scaled down
in all three dimensions, the resistive-capacitive time
constant of the wire does not change at all (assuming
simple scaling of resistance with size—actually, be-
cause of surface scattering, small wires may have
even larger resistance than such scaling suggests).

One might imagine that we could change from the
RC-limited wires to inductive-capacitive (LC) lines
to get higher information capacities; perhaps

Fig. 1. Simple scaling of electrical wiring shows that the
resistance × capacitance product would not change at all as the
wire is scaled down in all three dimensions. Hence, for simple sig-
naling where the resistance × capacitance time constant of the
wire would set the shortest pulse that could readily be sent on
the line, the bit rate capacity of the line is independent of the size
scale of the line [3].
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surprisingly, though, the scaling of the information
capacity of such LC lines for simple on-off signaling
obeys a similar scaling law, with actually slightly
smaller information capacity for a given cross-
sectional area and length. In fact, at least with a sim-
ple model of on-off signaling, the capacity of electrical
lines from such resistive limits can be written ap-
proximately as

B ≤ Bo
A

L2 ; ð1Þ

where A is the cross-sectional area of the wiring, L is
the length of the wires, and Bo is a constant [3]. Bo ∼

1016 bits=s for RC-limited lines that are typical on a
chip, a slightly smaller number holds for inductive-
capacitive lines with resistive loss (RLC lines), and
Bo ∼ 1017 bits=s for off-chip equalized RLC lines.

Equation (1) also holds if A is the total cross-
sectional area of the wires, not just of one wire.
The dimensionless nature of the ratio A=L2 is what
makes the capacity of a wiring system independent of
the actual size of the whole system, explaining why
we cannot increase the capacity of the wiring either
by making the system smaller or bigger once we have
filled all available space. This simple argument does
not take account of additional losses from surface
scattering in small wires nor does it include dielectric
loss, all of which make the information carrying ca-
pacity of electrical wires smaller than this simple
scaling would suggest.

Present electronic systems illustrate this difficulty
—they are experiencing the limitations of wired in-
terconnects at all levels at least from the global wires
that must go across chips all the way to the electrical
backplanes between boards. (At longer distances be-
yond these, we already change over to optics.) Of
course, as mentioned above, we can go past simple
signaling approaches, using equalization of the lines,
multilevel signaling, and/or sophisticated signal pro-
cessing to expand the information capacity. On chips
themselves, we also have the option of breaking the
line into multiple shorter sections with repeater am-
plifiers, hence circumventing the density limitations
of long wires to some degree (see, e.g., Refs. [5,10] for
discussions). Recently, Kim and Stojanovich [13]
have considered the use of equalized lines also on
chips. (Interestingly, these apparently also obey [7]
the scaling of Eq. (1).) It is possible as well to stack
chips in a three-dimensional (3D) fashion, which can
help with local connections to memory, for example
[14]. There is, however, no question that the technical
cost of using wired interconnections rises steeply as
we try to push past this scaling limitation to the in-
formation density in electrical lines.

The physics of electrical lines leads also to several
other problems in signal integrity for dense, high-
speed wiring. For lines on chips, even with repeater
amplifiers, the effective signal propagation velocities
are slow (e.g., ∼5% of the velocity of light), and adja-
cent lines can readily “cross-talk” to one another

through capacitive or inductive coupling. Backplanes
can have substantial difficulties with wave reflec-
tions from connectors and other discontinuities in
the transmission lines. The limited bandwidth of
electrical connections also limits the precision of
timing edges for clock distribution.

B. Interconnect Energy

The performance of modern information processing
systems is increasingly limited by energy. Chips can-
not readily dissipate any more power, for example,
with power per chip saturating at ∼100–200 W from
this point on, according to current projections [11].
The overall energy consumption of information and
communication technologies is also becoming eco-
logically significant, already being percents of total
electric power consumption and carbon footprint (see
Ref. [7] for a discussion). Energy may well be the
ultimate physical bound on our ability to handle
information.

There are many sources of energy dissipation in in-
formation processing. We expect to be performing lo-
gic operations, we must read and write to memory,
and we must send and receive information through
interconnects, both within the system and to the out-
side world; all of these operations must consume en-
ergy. In addition to these core operations, there are
other dissipations, such as those associated with
leakage and subthreshold currents in modern logic
devices. For each unit of energy spent on the core
operations, we will have an additional multiplier
(e.g., a factor of 2 or so) associated with supplying
and conditioning the power and sinking the thermal
dissipation.

One might imagine that the dominant energy in
the core operations would be in performing the actual
logic switching, or in the energy stored in the mem-
ory cells that hold the information. In fact, however,
of these three core operations of logic switching,
memory, and interconnect, it is the interconnect that
accounts for most of the energy dissipation, and that
energy is almost all associated with charging and dis-
charging the capacitance of signal lines.

To understand this dominance of interconnect over
logic energies, we can examine the capacitances in a
complementary metal-oxide semiconductor (CMOS)
gate [8]. In a gate made with minimum-size transis-
tors, both now and in expected future technologies,
the capacitance of the transistors is approximately
equal to the capacitance of a wire that is the same
length as the distance from one side of the gate cir-
cuit to the other. Hence, even if all a gate did was to
pass the result of the logic operation to an adjacent
gate, the energy associated with charging or dis-
charging the transistor capacitances would be on
the same scale as that involved in charging or dis-
charging that short interconnect line. Since informa-
tion will often or even usually have to be sent farther
than that, the energy for charging or discharging the
interconnect line can easily exceed that required just
for the switching of a logic gate.
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The situation is likely even worse in memory
banks, such as dynamic random access memory
(DRAM) and flash memories. Such memories are ty-
pically addressed in a matrix fashion, in which whole
sets of lines are charged or discharged even if all one
wants to do is read or write a single cell. The capaci-
tances of those lines greatly exceed the capacitances
of the memory cells themselves, and hence the read-
ing and writing energy is much greater than the en-
ergy required in the memory cell itself just to retain a
bit of information reliably.

Hence, other than possible static dissipations like
leakage currents, the energy in electronic informa-
tion processing is spent very substantially to charge
the lines that carry information from one place to an-
other. Interconnect power can dominate the power
dissipation of information processing, and any way
of reducing that power could be very important.

Emerging nanotechnologies, such as the use of car-
bon nanotubes, could have a role to play in future in-
terconnects, but it does not appear that they solve
these core problems of density and energy, at the very
least not for longer lines [15,16].

3. Physics of Optical Interconnects

In long distance telecommunications, the very low
loss and dispersion of optical fiber allows individual
sections of fiber to be of ∼100 km in length between
repeater stations. Minimizing the number of such
stations is important financially. The technical opti-
mization is therefore largely one of designing the
fiber system to operate over the longest possible dis-
tance with the highest possible bandwidth. The size,
power dissipation, and even cost of the optical trans-
mitters and receivers are of secondary importance.

As we move to shorter distances, however, the rea-
sons for the use of optics and the constraints on the
interconnect systems both change significantly [4–7].
Optics can help in interconnect density, in intercon-
nect power, and in other ways, such as improved sig-
nal integrity and timing [4,17–20], and possibly also
through optical switching and routing [21–23]. The
comparison between the requirements on and bene-
fits of optical technology at long and short distances
is summarized in Table 1. We see some characteris-
tics in common—for example, the use of wavelength-
division multiplexing for increasing the information
capacity of a spatial channel, such as an optical fiber,
and for permitting physical routing of entire chan-
nels based on their wavelength. But, density and to-
tal power dissipation are particularly important at
short distances, neither of which was critical at long
distances.

We can also see additional potential benefits in sig-
nal integrity [4]. Optics can deliver particularly pre-
cise timing of signals because optical channels have
low dispersion, allowing the propagation of short
pulses over relatively long distances without the
pulses being substantially broadened, and because
there is actually less temperature dependence of pro-
pagation velocity in optical signals than with electri-

cal ones. In optics, too, though there can be cross-talk
between channels, such cross-talk is not essentially
dependent on bit rate because the bit rate is very
much lower than the carrier frequency. Phenomena
such as signal reflections can also be minimized
through the use of antireflection coatings, an option
not practically available in electrical lines. Any opti-
cal connection also automatically provides voltage
isolation. Though such signal integrity benefits may
become important and lead to considerable simplifi-
cation in the design of optical interconnect systems
compared to electrical busses, interconnect density
and energy may be the dominant reasons for the in-
troduction of optical interconnects.

A. Interconnect Density

A major reason for the introduction of optics for con-
nections between the cabinets of large machines is to
improve the density of interconnections—for exam-
ple, the number of bits per second that can flow off
the edges of cards and backplanes. Electrical cables
can carry substantial amounts of information over
the distances between cabinets, but optical cables
can do so with much smaller cable diameters and,
consequently, with higher densities of connections
also. The underlying reason for this density advan-
tage is that optical fibers simply do not possess the
resistive loss physics that limits the capacity of elec-
trical cables [3].

Up to this point, and possibly for some time in the
future, this density benefit is what has driven and is
driving the introduction of optics for connections in-
side machines. This benefit remains even as we move
to shorter distances, such as in connections to chips
themselves. Because of the underlying scale invari-
ance of the capacity of simple electrical interconnects
discussed above, this density benefit drives us to-
wards trying to use optics at ever shorter distances.

Optical fibers themselves can in principle carry ex-
tremely high densities of information. Single-mode
telecommunications fibers, with a diameter of only

Table 1. Comparison of the Reasons and Requirements for the
Use of Optics to Communicate over Long and Short Distances

Long Distance Short Distance

Maximum bit=s over longest
possible span. Longest
length of connection.

Maximum connection density.
Smallest cross-section
for a given bandwidth
and length.

Total power not critical.
Design for minimum
received energy.

Minimize power dissipation.
Design for minimum total
energy per bit.

Wavelength division
multiplexing. Reuse
one fiber for many
channels. Allow
wavelength switching
and routing.

Wavelength division
multiplexing. Give higher
density of connections.
Allow wavelength switching
and routing.

Signal integrity. Improved
timing precision. Reduced
reflections, cross-talk.
Voltage isolation.
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125 μm, can carry tens of terabits per second of infor-
mation [24]. Of course, preparing the information in
the right form to exploit that bandwidth is not a
simple task, and would involve many high-speed
transmitters and receivers as well as sophisticated
wavelength-division multiplexing. But, the fiber it-
self is not practically any limit to the information ca-
pacity for the foreseeable future. Even fibers and
waveguides with less exacting specifications, such as
multimode systems, can carry very large bandwidths
over substantial distances.

Another more radical option is to consider “free-
space” connections where optical outputs on the sur-
face of one chip are imaged using lenses to optical in-
puts on another chip. This approach can offer very
large numbers of channels (e.g., tens of thousands)
with a single optical system [25,26], and could avoid
the use of wavelength-division multiplexing [27] for
short links. This optical approach could be an inter-
esting option further in the future if we want to con-
tinue to scale the performance while retaining high
bytes per FLOP ratios.

B. Interconnect Energy

Since power is now such a substantial constraint on
the performance of information processing machines,
it is critical that any replacement technology, such as
optical interconnects, must take less power than its
electrical counterpart. At first glance, this does not
appear to be an advantage for optics. The long dis-
tance telecommunications transmitters and receiv-
ers typically consume significant amounts of power.
Trying to use that same technology at shorter dis-
tances appears to offer no advantage in power. Long
distance optical technology was developed, however,
to work with the minimum received optical power,
not the minimum total energy per bit communicated.
When looking at interconnects at short distances, it
is that total energy per bit, including the power of
both the transmitter and receiver, that becomes a
dominant criterion.

In electrical systems, as mentioned above, the en-
ergy required is at least that needed to charge the
line (or at least that section of the line that corre-
sponds to the length of the electrical pulse) to the sig-
nal voltage. In optical systems, a different piece of
physics becomes available that can avoid this energy.
This physics is a quantum-mechanical phenomenon
[1,4] that derives ultimately from the photoelectric
effect.

The photoelectric effect is that remarkable phe-
nomenon where, even as the power in a light beam
is turned down, the voltage that can be generated in
a photocell can remain essentially constant. That vol-
tage is essentially numerically equal to the photon
energy in electron volts. The classical voltage in
the light beam is irrelevant to the voltage that can
be generated, so even very small classical voltages
can generate large signal voltages. Hence there is
no need to “charge” the optical line to the signal vol-
tage. One equivalent way of viewing this is to say

that the quantum detection in the optical case has
effectively matched the high impedance of small de-
vices to the low impedance of electromagnetic prop-
agation (∼50 Ω in cables, ∼377 Ω in free-space pro-
pagation), performing a “quantum impedance con-
version” [1]. Figure 2 illustrates this process in
two versions. In version (a), a hypothetical 1 nW
light beam shines on a photodiode that is connected
to a 1 GΩ resistor. With∼1 eV photons,∼1 V may be
generated in the resistor. For comparison, the classi-
cal voltage in a 1 nW electromagnetic beam is
∼600 μV (r.m.s.) from one side of the beam to the
other. Hence the photodetector has converted
∼600 μV propagating in 377 Ω into 1 V in 1 GΩ.
In Fig. 2(b), we see the related process in which a
1 fJ light pulse generates a ∼1 V swing in a 1fF ca-
pacitor because ∼1 fC of charge (positive and nega-
tive) is generated in the photodetector.

It might seem obvious that, to minimize energy per
bit, one should design for the minimum received en-
ergy (or number of photons), but that neglects the en-
ergy to run the receiver amplifier. The most sensitive
amplifier must operate at the limit set by noise. A
typical transimpedance receiver circuit may operate
with quite a large channel current in the input tran-
sistor to reduce the effects of Johnson (thermal)
noise. Such an operating mode likely does not mini-
mize the total energy dissipation in systems like
short interconnects, where the loss in the optical
channel may not be very large. Minimizing total dis-
sipated energy in a short link (including transmitter
and receiver energy) may well result in a system
where we deliberately use a large number of received

Fig. 2. (Color online) Illustration of quantum impedance conver-
sion (a) for continuous beams and (b) for pulses.
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photons so that the receiver is not operating in a
noise-limited mode [28].

It is even possible that such a link might operate
with no voltage amplification at all at the receiver
(“receiver-less” operation [19]), with the input optical
pulse having sufficient energy to swing the photode-
tector over a full logic voltage range. From the point
of view of conventional long-distance optical link de-
sign, this would be very unusual; systems with only a
small amount or even zero amplification can, by con-
trast, make sense for short interconnections because
of the need to minimize total energy per bit [28]. The
key additional point here is that interconnect recei-
vers, to minimize total energy per bit, should have
the lowest photodetector capacitance possible. With
total detector and input transistor capacitance of
1 fF, for example, 1 fJ of 1 eV photons (i.e., ∼6000
photons) would generate ∼1 V swing in the input
stage, as illustrated in Fig. 2. 1 fF of detector capa-
citance would be very small compared to typical pi-
cofarad capacitances of discrete photodetectors, but
such low capacitances are conceivable in micrometer-
sized detectors integrated beside or within [29] the
receiver transistors. This potential energy benefit
of optics from quantum impedance conversion can
also, at least in principle, be realized at the transmit-
ter side as well, though we would need optical output
devices (lasers or modulators) that are efficient at
very low energies.

Up to this time, this energy benefit of optics for in-
terconnects remains largely unexploited, in part be-
cause it requires a different approach to the receiver
and transmitter technologies, specifically one that
emphasizes energy efficiency and integration with
electronics rather than maximum transmitter power
and minimum received signal.

4. Technological Requirements for Optical
Interconnects

Given the many potential advantages of optics, we
could ask why we are not already using it more at
short distances. Obviously, the technology of elec-
trical wiring is very advanced and inexpensive. Argu-
ably, too, at short distances, wiring has been ade-
quate for the interconnect needs of many systems
until recently. A major reason, however, that optics
is not used more at short distances is that the tech-
nology for dense, short-distance optical interconnects
is immature.

We have argued above that the technology devel-
oped for long distances is not appropriate for short
distances, especially for connections all the way to
chips themselves. The power dissipation, the physi-
cal size, and the cost of longer distance optical tech-
nology are all too large for use at short distances.
Because information processing systems are increas-
ingly constrained by power, optical interconnects will
not be implemented if they take more power than
their electrical rivals.

On electrical backplanes, the total dissipations of
present high-performance electrical interconnects

are in the scale of a few tens of picojoules per bit.
For connections on and off chips themselves, energies
of several of picojoules per bit would characterize
current low-energy interconnects. For the global in-
terconnect lines on chips, ∼1 pJ=bit might be a typi-
cal number. (See Ref. [7] for a discussion of these
energies.) We should also presume that future elec-
trical links will operate at somewhat lower energies
per bit. Hence, in looking at solutions in optics, espe-
cially in research, we should be looking at target
energies of perhaps ∼1 pJ per bit for backplane con-
nections, and ∼100 fJ=bit for shorter connections to
chips and for global on-chip wiring. Such targets, if
met, would give sufficient headroom to justify seri-
ously considering changing to optical interconnects
at these shorter distances.

100 fJ=bit would be the total system energy, and so
the energies of the devices—especially the optical
output devices like lasers and/or modulators—would
have to be in the scale of only 10 fJ=bit or at most a
few tens of fJ=bit for such systems so that there is
enough energy left to perform other functions such
as driver, receiver, and, possibly also, timing circuits.
With 10 fJ=bit transmitted optical energies, the re-
ceived optical energy would be ∼1 fJ=bit in a reason-
able optical system allowing for various losses. As
illustrated above, such a received energy could be
adequate to avoid substantial (or possibly even any)
voltage amplification in the receiver circuit, though
very low capacitance in the detectors and the subse-
quent transistors would be essential. A 1 fF total
photodetector-plus-transistor capacitance is only
possible in a very well integrated optoelectronic tech-
nology. A connecting wire of only 10 μm length will
already have a capacitance of a few femtofarads.
Hence, integration is essential to take full advantage
of small photodetector capacitance to minimize sys-
tem energy per bit. The optical output device (such as
a modulator or laser) would also have to be very well
integrated to similarly minimize its capacitance—we
could not afford to drive more than 10 fF at a 1 V
drive if we are to retain 10 fJ=bit energy for that de-
vice. Hence again integration is essential.

The output device that offers such low energies
per bit and that can be integrated efficiently onto
electronic circuits has been and continues to be a sub-
stantial challenge. We have discussed such devices
elsewhere [7], and will not repeat the details here.
Light emitting diodes (LEDs) that are not lasers
are likely not viable approaches unless they are sin-
gle-mode LEDs because otherwise too much power is
wasted in trying to couple into waveguides or small
detectors. As far as laser sources are concerned, con-
ventional edge-emitting lasers cannot meet such low
energy targets. Vertical cavity surface emitting la-
sers could likely be adequate for 1 pJ=bit systems.
100 fJ=bit systems would require more radical laser
sources such as nanocavity lasers. All such lasers
have challenges in integrating them directly with
silicon.
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The other viable option for optical output devices is
modulators. Modulators would require an external
light source, of course, but that can actually have ad-
vantages. Wavelength stabilization can be done once
away from the relatively hostile temperature envi-
ronment of the surface of a chip, and multiwave-
length sources could be used [27]. The excess power
involved with generating the light is not dissipated
on the chip itself. The light source to read out the
modulators could be clocked, implicitly reducing tim-
ing problems in interconnects [18]. Modulators are
not threshold devices like lasers, so they are easier
to scale to very low operating powers. Modulators are
more tolerant of crystal defects (such defects can lead
to short lifetimes for lasers), and so it is easier in
practice to integrate disparate materials (e.g., with
different lattice constants) to make modulators [30].

Major advances have been made in recent years in
the field of silicon photonics (see, e.g., Refs. [31–40].
Such an approach, where the optical, optoelectronic,
and electronic components can be made in a way that
is compatible with mainstream electronic manufac-
ture (e.g., CMOS electronics), shows a path to low
cost and dense integration. When combined with ger-
manium detectors (see, e.g., Refs. [29,34,35]), which
can be grown in CMOS-compatible processes, com-
plete optoelectronic systems can be fabricated with
integrated modulators. Silicon-based modulators
still present challenges here, though, because silicon
itself only has a relatively weak mechanism (a
change in refractive index with changes in carrier
density) for such modulators [31]. As a consequence,
such silicon modulators either have to be relatively
long (e.g., hundreds of micrometers or even milli-
meters [33]) or have to operate with high-Q resona-
tors (e.g., 5000–10000) [41]. Such resonators need
precise tuning, which may in turn require very pre-
cise temperature control, though these resonators
have the advantage that they can simultaneously
be used for wavelength channel selection. The power
needed for the temperature control also has to be in-
cluded in the overall power budget, however, in cal-
culating the overall energy per bit.

Another modulator approach is to use electroab-
sorption associated with germanium, either the bulk
Franz–Keldysh effect [38] or, with germanium quan-
tum wells, the related [42] quantum-confined Stark
effect (QCSE) [36,37,42]. The QCSE is a particularly
strong mechanism, though it requires the relatively
sophisticated growth of quantum well structures.
Either with high-Q devices or with future optimized
Franz–Keldysh or QCSE devices, there are possible
paths to 10 fJ=bit devices, however.

In the optics itself, the silicon photonics approach
largely solves the problem of dense waveguides on
chips or possibly on somewhat larger optical units.
For the densest future interconnects, or for direct
“chip-to-network” connections for longer distances,
wavelength division multiplexing may be required
for waveguide systems [7]. Such wavelength multi-
plexing components still present significant chal-

lenges. Either high-Q resonators with precise control
and tuning will be required, or new approaches, pos-
sibly based on nanophotonics, may have to be devel-
oped, though there are some promising approaches
there [43–50]. Again, though, integration will be es-
sential if optics is to achieve sufficient channels to
take over the major task of interconnecting informa-
tion. Hundreds to thousands of channels would be
required for board-to-board or backplane intercon-
nections and hundreds to thousands of channels
would be needed for future connections to chips. To
take full advantage of optics for interconnects, it will
also be necessary to move to single-mode grade optics
rather than the multimode optics of current data
links. Only single mode optics easily supports the ad-
vanced methods for dense wavelength multiplexing,
and only single mode optics allows efficient coupling
in and out of sources and detectors that are sized for
minimum power dissipation.

The technical challenges of moving to dense optics
and optoelectronics, integrated with electronics for
low energy performance and made in overall inte-
grated systems for low cost and sufficient density,
are substantial. Arguably the physics and the basic
device concepts and approaches do exist and are ad-
vancing rapidly, however.

5. Prospects

The need for denser, faster, and lower energy inter-
connects inside electronic information processing
systems is growing rapidly, at length scales all the
way to the chips themselves or even on the chips.
Electrical interconnect cannot scale to keep up with
this demand. Without a change in interconnect tech-
nology, the performance of information processing
systems will become bounded by these interconnects.
The ratio of the number of bytes of memory access to
the number of operations on the chip (e.g., the byte/
FLOP ratio) will continue to decline.

When we look for other approaches that could
solve this problem, arguably the only one that offers
any physical solution, especially once we leave the
silicon chip itself, is optics. It avoids the scaling pro-
blems of wires and offers various other advantages in
signal integrity as well as the ability to connect to the
optical networks already used for longer distances.
Arguably, too, no physical breakthrough is required
for us to have the devices that could meet the energy
and size targets needed for optics to take over
interconnects down to the level of the chips. The
arguments for optics are quite difficult at short dis-
tances on chips where wires are small and very cheap
and still consume low absolute energies. The argu-
ments become stronger as we think about possible
long interconnects on chips, though wires are still
a formidable competitor. For interconnects to the en-
vironment outside the chip, the arguments for optics
become progressively stronger.

Significant progress has been made in recent
years, especially in silicon photonics and in optoelec-
tronic devices that could be integrated with such an
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approach. There are also many further possibilities
for highly functional nanophotonic components that
could be integrated with silicon, including nanome-
tallics for deeply subwavelength devices [51,52] and
advanced ideas like quantum dot structures com-
bined with photonic crystals [53]. The technological
challenges are, however, substantial. They include
not only the development of devices and integration
on the chips, but also the packaging at the next level
up (e.g., on boards and backplanes), where single
mode optics is not currently extensively developed.
Novel optical components may still be required,
such as compact wavelength division multiplexers
[43–50]. Significant issues remain in areas such as
temperature stabilization since many optical and op-
toelectronic approaches require temperature to be
controlled to a greater or lesser degree.

The ultimate benefit to information processing
from the incorporation of optics at shorter distances
could, however, be radically important. The vision is
to eliminate the problems of interconnect scaling so
that future information processing can continue to
expand into the future instead of strangling on its
own wiring. Increasingly optics looks to be the key
technology to enable this transformation.

This work has been supported by the Focus Center
Research Program (FCRP) Interconnect Focus Re-
search Center and Connectivity Center. I am pleased
to acknowledge stimulating conversations with Ross
Audet, Bill Dally, Ron Ho, and Azad Naeemi.

Appendix A: Historical Background

The history of the possible use of optics within digital
computing systems dates from the 1960s. Here we
will attempt to give a brief summary of the develop-
ments leading up to the current work in optical inter-
connects. A full literature review is, unfortunately,
beyond the scope of this paper; at best, we will only
be able to cite a few key papers together with a re-
presentative sampling of other work.

Early work first considered the possibility of opti-
cal or optoelectronic logic gates. The first analysis
[54] was pessimistic, not least because of the energy
required. Smith’s later analysis on the possibilities
for optical logic was more optimistic [55]. Interest
in optical logic grew in the late 1970s and continued
through the early 1990s, stimulated by observations
of optically bistable switching in various systems
[56–58], and inspired by the notions that optical de-
vices might be faster and/or be capable of working in
very highly parallel systems with large arrays of
light beams. Work on optical logic has continued at
a lower level since that time, though most proposals
either do not have the required functional character-
istics [54] or take too much energy to compete with
CMOS for logic. In the late 1980s and early 1990s,
free-space optics for handling large arrays of parallel
beams became quite sophisticated [25,59] and sev-
eral systems were demonstrated [26,60,61]. Some
quite large (e.g., 65,000 light beam [26]) optical logic
systems were successfully demonstrated using opto-

electronic bistable device arrays [62] that did meet
the functional requirements for logic systems (even
if they were not competitive with the logic energies
of electrical devices).

Alongside this logic work, the idea was growing
that the benefits of optics lay in the ability to commu-
nicate or interconnect rather than in logic itself. MOS
(metal-oxide-semiconductor) electronic technology
was advancing continuously and rapidly. By the early
1980s [9], potential limitations from the wiring were
being foreseen, such as the wiring delay dominating
over the electronic logic gate switching time. The
seminal paper by Goodman et al. [63] marked the
first serious consideration of optics for interconnec-
tions to chips inside computers, and included discus-
sions of optics as a solution to the delay problem, the
idea of optical clock injection, and many different op-
tions in optics and optoelectronics for implementing
interconnects. Arguably, though, the optoelectronic
output devices that could enable any substantial
density of optical interconnects did not exist at that
time and wires were still good enough.

In the mid to late 1980s, however, two new devices
emerged from the rapidly developing technology of
layered semiconductor structures—the vertical cav-
ity surface emitting laser (VCSEL) [64,65] and mod-
ulators based on the discovery of the quantum-
confined Stark effect (QCSE) electroabsorption me-
chanism [66] in quantum wells. Both of these devices
went on to have substantial and continuing use in
communications—VCSELs in optical data links and
quantum well modulators (integrated with lasers) in
fiber telecommunications. Both offered the oppor-
tunity to have two-dimensional arrays of optical de-
vices working with beams perpendicular to the sur-
face of a chip. The quantum well electroabsorption
effects were also used to make the optoelectronic
logic devices in the larger optical logic system dem-
onstrations (the self-electro-optic-effect devices—
SEEDs) [62,67,68].

Various analyses were performed for the use of de-
vices such as the VCSEL and quantum well modula-
tors for optical interconnects from chips [1,69], with
the conclusion that beyond a certain “break-even”
distance, optics would be more attractive for power
dissipation than electrical approaches. Such ana-
lyses have continued [1,3–5,7,15,17,28,41,60,69–71].

In the late 1980s, the underlying physical reason
for this potential power benefit, the quantum im-
pedance conversion discussed above [1], was also
clarified.

The work in parallel optoelectronic logic progres-
sively changed into work on parallel optical intercon-
nects. With the successful hybridization of large
two-dimensional arrays of quantum well modulators
[72] and VCSELs [73] to silicon CMOS chips, the
intellectual jump to using optics to overcome the lim-
itations of electrical wiring, rather than as a compe-
titive logic technology, was complete.

In the early to mid 1990s, a physical argument on
the scaling of the density of information in electrical
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wiring was completed [3], and the set of physical ar-
guments for optical interconnects was understood in
some detail [4]. The concepts for how to design inter-
connect links to minimize power dissipation overall
in a technology integrated with CMOS were clarified
[28]; a principal conclusion of that work was that in-
tegration of photodetectors with very low capacitance
(e.g., in the range of femtofarads) offered substantial
opportunities for very low power systems.

In the late 1990s into the 2000s, work on free-space
parallel interconnects continued in several groups
[74–78]. Guided wave optics using waveguides inside
printed circuit boards was also investigated, primar-
ily by industrial researchers [79]. Understanding of
the specific benefits of optical interconnects to chips
deepened [5]. The analysis of the limitations of wires
on chips was expanded and clarified [10]. The idea of
using wavelength division multiplexing for inter-
connects between chips was examined and demon-
strated [27]. The use of short optical pulses in
interconnects was investigated both for some direct
benefits in interconnects [18], such as reducing tim-
ing skew, and for optical clock distribution to chips
[19]. Optics was demonstrated to be able to deliver
extremely precise clocking, with subpicosecond accu-
racy [20], and it could potentially be used for critical
applications (such as triggering analog to digital con-
version or clocking high speed links) or for removing
some layers from the clock distribution tree [19]. The
overall conclusion, however, was that there would
not be enough available optical power to clock every
point on the entire chip.

Another major technical development was the
emergence of silicon photonics in the late 1990s and
especially in the 2000s. Silicon itself is not generally
good for optoelectronic emitters or modulators, in
part because it has an indirect optical bandgap, with
correspondingly weak emission. It does have a rela-
tively weak but usable change in refractive index
with carrier density, whose physics was character-
ized in the late 1980s [31]. With the emergence of
silicon nanophotonic technologies, such as silicon
waveguides with well-controlled, small cross-
sections, it was possible to exploit this effect to make
viable optical modulators [32,33], either as single-
pass Mach–Zehnder interferometers or as silicon
ring resonators. Germanium detectors, which give
good absorption in the infrared regions in which si-
licon is transparent, could also be fabricated on sili-
con using variations of the existing complementary
MOS (CMOS) integrated circuit fabrication techni-
ques [34,35]. Hence, at least using external laser
sources, it became possible to make complete optoe-
lectronic systems with modulators, waveguides, and
detectors in silicon in CMOS foundries and even in-
tegrated with silicon electronics. The discovery of
strong quantum-confined Stark effect (QCSE) elec-
troabsorption in germanium quantum wells grown
on silicon [36,37] offered another, much stronger me-
chanism, and viable modulators were also demon-
strated in bulk germanium using Franz–Keldysh

electroabsorption [38] (which is the non-quantum-
confined cousin of the QCSE [42]). Some possibilities
also exist for putting lasers on chips, as in hybrid-
bonded approaches [80], or in prospects for germa-
nium lasers on silicon [81]. Hence there is a strong
prospect of being able to integrate dense optical
transmitters, receivers, and optical and electronic
circuits using the CMOS platform.

In parallel with the evolution of ideas and technol-
ogy for optical interconnects, there was growing
analysis of the trends and projections for silicon in-
tegrated circuits, trends that are tracked by the In-
ternational Technology Roadmap for Semiconductors
(ITRS) [11], a document that is openly available and
has been updated annually. It becomes increasingly
clear from the 1990s onwards that interconnections
to chips and even on chips are an increasing problem.
These roadmap documents show no known solutions
in many cases for future interconnect demands to
chips. As discussed above, one metric at the system
level is the number of bytes of memory access for
each instruction, such as the byte per FLOP ratio.
Large computing systems in general are not able
to sustain this ratio as they advance, and future si-
licon chips are not predicted to be able to retain the
current value of this ratio either. This progressive re-
duction in the ability to access memory has substan-
tial consequences for future computer architectures
and systems performance.

As also mentioned above, another key issue in
information processing systems in general that has
emerged especially in the 2000s is power consump-
tion. The ITRS roadmap predicts that chip power will
not increase beyond about 200 W. It was already
the case in the early 2000s that more than half the
power on a chip was actually used for interconnection
rather than logic, and this number is expected to rise.
In addition, the overall power dissipation of infor-
mation processing technologies is becoming environ-
mentally significant, accounting for percents of elec-
tric power dissipation and carbon footprint. This
makes the potential power saving from optical inter-
connects yet more important.

Considerations of power dissipation, bytes per
FLOP, free-space optics, waveguide optics, and the
resulting requirements on future optical and opto-
electronic devices for interconnects are discussed
in [7]. Other recent analyses have argued for the
incorporation of optical interconnections for the over-
all benefits it would offer to architectures [21–23].
Overall, there are now substantial technical reasons
why a change to optical interconnects at least for
distances beyond the size of the chip would be ben-
eficial provided suitable technology can be generated
in practice.
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